
 

 

 

 

 

Livestock Buyer & Coordinator 

Rangers Valley specialises in the production of high quality long fed beef. Due to business growth, Rangers Valley has 

a full time position available for a Livestock Buyer & Coordinator. 

This is a unique opportunity to be part of a premium beef business with a strong continuing growth strategy. 

Based in Southern NSW/Northern VIC and reporting to the Livestock & Procurement Manager, this position will be 

an integral part within the Rangers Valley team and will have key responsibilities that include but not limited to; 

- Purchasing of livestock to company specification as directed. 

-  Arrangement of transport and appropriate documentation. 

- Collation and supply of producer feedback system. 

- Livestock input and commentary on feedlot intakes. 

- Physical review and coordination on all cattle either holding or backgrounding. 

- Performance data reviews. 

- Monitoring and provision of reports to management.  

- Follow up of cattle arrival compliance issues. 

- Invoicing as directed. 

To be successful in this role you will ideally; 

- Understand and comply with WHS requirements. 

- Have experience in livestock transactions and movement. 

- Ability to identify and procure livestock to company specification. 

- Strong analytical skills in being able to analyses performance data. 

- Understanding of animal welfare requirements 

- Understanding and experience in a vertically integrated supply chain would be advantageous. 

You will also bring a good attitude and willingness to learn that gives you the ability to work as part of a team as well 

as autonomously when needed. Also required are excellent organisational and communication skills, coupled with a 

willingness to integrate with, and add to, the current Rangers Valley business and culture. 

An attractive remuneration package including a vehicle based on skill and qualifications is available to the successful 

applicant. 

For further confidential enquiries regarding the position responsibilities or essential skills required please contact 

Aaron Childs on 02 6734 4000 or email childsa@rangersvalley.com.au. 

To apply please forward applications including cover letter highlighting your experience in line with the required 

skills as well as your resume to childsa@rangersvalley.com.au or phone 02 6734 4000 for any other enquiries. 

Applications close 7th February 2020 
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